Get actionable results faster.

Less search. More research.

Accelerate discovery in your organization. Give your researchers streamlined access to highly relevant, actionable information that will propel your research program forward faster with confidence.

Built on our trusted collection of chemical research information, SciFinder® sets a new standard with remarkably relevant search, incredible ease of use, and answers you can take right to the lab.

Get actionable results faster with a streamlined new interface

- Add important chemical context to your keyword search with chemical structures
- Search all reactions, substances and references at once
- Living history lets you rerun past searches with a single click
- Unlimited use by everyone at your organization 24 x 7 x 365

Relevant results right away

- Get the right results at first search with the best chemical relevancy engine
- Powerful, comprehensive filters for rapid focus
- Results are displayed in a format designed for quick comprehension
- Quickly understand research velocity with publication trend analysis

SciFinder® is a trademark of the American Chemical Society.
Citation Mapping shows you other important literature

- Interactive map quickly identifies important research
- Trace the “family tree” of important papers
- Locate potential collaborators, funding sources or competition
- Find “that one paper” you might otherwise miss

That’s the power of n.
SciFinder

Find out more at www.cas.org/scifinder-n